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Abstract
This paper discusses neural machine translation (NMT), a new paradigm in the MT field,
comparing the quality of NMT systems with statistical MT by describing three studies using
automatic and human evaluation methods. Automatic evaluation results presented for NMT
are very promising, however human evaluations show mixed results. We report increases in
fluency but inconsistent results for adequacy and post-editing effort. NMT undoubtedly rep-
resents a step forward for the MT field, but one that the community should be careful not to
oversell.
1. Introduction
Since its inception, different theories and practices for Machine Translation (MT)
have come and gone, with each new wave generating great excitement and anticipa-
tion in the field. From the first commercial rule-based systems to more recent statis-
tical models, there has, however, generally been great discrepancy between the high
expectation of what MT should accomplish and what it is actually able to deliver.
More recently, the neural approach (NMT) has emerged as a new paradigm in MT
systems, raising interest in academia and industry by outperforming phrase-based
statistical systems (PBSMT), based largely on impressive results in automatic evalu-
ation (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Sennrich et al., 2016; Bojar et al., 2016). But do NMT
results also surpass those of SMT when using human evaluation? Can we claim at
this stage that NMT is the new state-of-the-art paradigm for production? This pa-
per discusses the quality of NMT systems when compared to the state-of-the-art SMT
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systems, by reporting on three use cases in which human evaluators compared NMT
and SMT output for a range of language pairs. Based on the findings, we argue that
even though NMT shows significant improvements for some language pairs and spe-
cific domains, there is still much room for research and improvement before broad
generalisations can be made.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we survey the
existing literature concerning NMT systems. In Section 3, we describe three use cases
where NMT systems were compared against SMT systems and human evaluation
was carried out: Section 3.1 presents a study using images to machine-translate user-
generated e-commerce product listings with two NMT and one SMT systems for the
English-German language pair; Section 3.2 reports a small-scale human evaluation
focusing on the patent domain for the Chinese language, and Section 3.3 describes a
large-scale human evaluation for the MOOC domain, considering translations from
English into four target languages (German, Greek, Portuguese and Russian). Finally,
in Section 4, we discuss the main findings of the use cases, zooming in on how NMT
was evaluated, and we draw our main conclusions of interest to the broader MT com-
munity, including developers and users.
2. The Rise of Neural Machine Translation Models
Neural models involve building an end-to-end neural network that maps aligned
bilingual textswhich, given an input sentenceX to be translated, is normally trained to
maximise the probability of a target sequence Y without additional external linguistic
information. Recently, a surge of interest in NMT came with the application of deep
neural networks (DNNs) to build end-to-end encoder–decoder models (Kalchbrenner
and Blunsom, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014). Bahdanau et al. (2015)
first introduced an attention mechanism into the NMT encoder–decoder framework
which is trained to attend to the relevant source-language words as it generates each
word of the target sentence. Some important recent developments inNMT involve im-
proving the attention mechanism, including linguistic information or including more
languages into the model (Luong et al., 2015; Sennrich and Haddow, 2016)
NMT improvements over PBSMT systems have been reported in shared tasks,
where NMT ranked above SMT systems in six of 12 language pairs for translation
tasks (Bojar et al., 2016). In addition, for the automatic post-editing task, neural end-
to-end systemswere found to represent a “significant step forward” over a basic statis-
tical approach. Other recent studies have reported an increase in quality when com-
paring NMT with SMT using automatic metrics (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Jean et al.,
2015) or small-scale human evaluations (Bentivogli et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016). Wu
et al. (2016) report their NMT system outperforming SMT approaches (for English
to Spanish, French, simplified Chinese and back), particularly for morphologically
rich languages, with impressive human evaluation ratings. Bentivogli et al. (2016) re-
port that English-German NMT post-editing was reduced on average by 26% when
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compared with the best-performing SMT system, with fewer word order, lexical, and
morphological errors, concluding that NMThas “significantly pushed ahead the state
of the art”, particularly for morphologically rich languages.
Toral and Sánchez-Cartagena (2017) compare NMT and PBSMT for nine language
pairs (English to and fromCzech, German, Romanian, Russian, andEnglish to Finnish),
with engines trained for the WMT newstest data. Better automatic evaluation results
are obtained for NMT output than for PBSMT output for all language pairs other than
Russian-English and Romanian-English. NMT systems’ increased reordering results
in NMT systems performing better than SMT for inflection and reordering errors in
all language pairs. However, they also report that SMT appears to perform better
than NMT for segments longer than 40 words, when applying the chrF1 automatic
evaluation metric (Popović, 2015).
This overview of recent work suggests that NMT has brought great improvement
to the field, especially if one considers state-of-the-art automatic evaluation metrics.
However, the progress is not always evident. Section 3 presents three use cases in
whichNMTwas compared against SMT and evaluated via human assessments. What
emerges is that depending on the different domains and on the various language pairs
under study NMT has not always yielded the best results.
3. Use Cases
Each use case focuses on a different domain, and covers a different set of language
pairs. First, Section 3.1 looks at NMT for e-commerce, describing important parts of
a more extended study that is reported in detail in Calixto et al. (2017b). The second
use case (Section 3.2) is an evaluation performed by Iconic TranslationMachines Ltd.1,
whose goal was to find out whether NMT could provide better translations for the
patent domain than SMT. Finally, the third and last use case (discussed in Section 3.3)
is a comparison conducted as part of the EU-funded TraMOOC project on data taken
from Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) in English.
3.1. NMT for E-Commerce Product Listing
A common use case in e-commerce consists in leveraging MT to make product
descriptions, user reviews and comments (e.g. on dedicated forums) as widely acces-
sible as possible, regardless of the customers’ native language or country of origin. In
previous work, Calixto et al. (2017a) compared the quality of product listings’ trans-
lations obtained with a multi-modal NMTmodel against two text-only approaches: a
conventional attention-basedNMT and a PBSMTmodel. Translations were evaluated
using automatic metrics as well as by means of a qualitative evaluation, whose final
goal was to test whether training an NMT system with access to the product images
improved the output quality for translations from English into German.
1 http://iconictranslation.com/
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MT Systems - Three different systems were compared in this experiment (1) a
PBSMT baseline model built with the Moses SMT Toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007), (2) a
text-only NMTmodel (NMTt), and (3) a multi-modal NMTmodel (NMTm), described
in more detail in Calixto et al. (2017b), which expands upon the text-only attention-
based model and introduces a visual component to incorporate local visual features.
The data set consists of product listings and images with 23; 697 training tuples,
each containing (i) a product listing in English, (ii) a product listing in German, and
(iii) a product image. Validation and test sets have 480 and 444 tuples, respectively.
One point to consider is that the translation of user-generated product listings poses
particular challenges, for instance because they are often ungrammatical and can be
difficult to interpret even by a native speaker of the language. In particular, the listings
in both languages have many scattered keywords and/or phrases glued together, as
well as a few typos. These are all complications that make the multi-modal MT of
product listings a challenging task, as there are multiple difficulties associated with
processing listings and images.
Evaluation - For the qualitative human evaluation, bilingual native German speak-
ers were asked to (1) assess the multi-modal adequacy of translations (number of par-
ticipants N=18); and (2) rank translations generated by different models from best
to worst (number of participants N = 18). For the multi-modal adequacy assessment,
participants were presented with an English product listing, a product image and a
translation generated by one of the models, without knowing which model. They
were then asked how much of the meaning of the source was also expressed in the
translation, while taking the product image into consideration, using a 4-point Likert
scale (where 4 = None of it and 1 = All of it). For the ranking assessment, participants
were presented with a product image and three translations obtained from different
models for a particular English product listing (without identifying the models) and
were asked to rank translations from best to worst.
The automatic evaluation was performedwith four widely adopted automatic MT
metrics: BLEU4, METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014), TER (Snover et al., 2006),
and chrF3.
Results - Table 1 contrasts some automatic metrics with human assessments of the
Model BLEU4" METEOR" TER# chrF3" Adequacy#
NMTt 22.5 40.0 58.0 56.7 2.71  .48
NMTm 25.1y 42.6y 55.5y 58.6 2.36  .47
PBSMT 27.4yz 45.8yz 55.4y 61.6 2.36  .47
Table 1. Adequacy of translations and four automatic
metrics on product listings and images. For the ﬁrst three
metrics, results are signiﬁcantly better than those of NMTt
(y) or NMTm (z) with p < 0:01.
adequacy of translations ob-
tained with two text-only
baselines, PBSMTandNMTt,
and onemulti-modalmodel
NMTm.
The PBSMT model out-
performs both the NMT
models according to BLEU,
METEOR and chrF3. How-
ever, there are no differ-
ences between the NMTm model and the PBSMT according to TER scores.
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Additionally, the adequacy scores for both these models, NMTt and PBSMT, are
on average the same according to scores computed over human assessments.
Nonetheless, even though both models are found to produce equally adequate
output, translations obtained with PBSMT are ranked best by humans over 56:3% of
the time, while translations obtained with the multi-modal model NMTm are ranked
best 24:8% of the time. These results suggest that although NMT models can some-
times reach PBSMT automatic MT scores, they are not preferred by human evaluators
according to this use-case.
3.2. NMT for the Patent Domain
The evaluation presented in this section was based on a collaborative project car-
ried out between the MT group at the ADAPT Centre, Dublin City University (Ire-
land), and Iconic TranslationMachines Ltd. (Iconic), a commercialMTprovider based
in Dublin (Ireland). Iconic develops domain-specific MT engines for its users, fre-
quently addressing language pairs and content types that pose great challenges for
MT. One such combination in particular demand is Chinese patent information, for
translation into English, withmore that 100millionwordsmachine translated in 2016.
The goal of this evaluation was to compare the performance between the mature
Chinese to English patent MT engines used in production at Iconic with novel NMT
engines developed at the ADAPT Centre on an ’apples to apples’ basis, trained on the
same available data.
Description Sentence Pairs Words (source)
Chemical Abstracts 1,076,894 50,198,888
Chemical Titles 350,840 2,868,121
General Patent 11,931,127 324,222,969
Glossaries 1,575 1,575
Total 13,358,861 377,291,553
Table 2. Training data use for Iconic and
NMT engine building
The domain of evaluation was chem-
ical patent titles and abstracts (see Ta-
ble 2). This content type has partic-
ular characteristics that present chal-
lenges for MT, including very technical
content with specialised terminology,
names of chemical components, and al-
phanumeric and aminoacid sequences.
The titles and abstract section of the
patent themselves are quite distinct: titles are short, with 8.2 tokens on average, and
are written in a formulaic telegraphic style; abstracts typically contain between 2-6
sentences that are quite long, with an average length of 42.5 tokens.
MT Systems - The Iconic MT engines are based on a proprietary Ensemble Archi-
tecture TM which combines elements of phrase-based, syntactic, and rule-driven MT,
along with automatic post-editing. The engines have been highly tuned over a num-
ber of years for the patent domain, using multiple different translation and language
models, and incorporate content-specific terminology.
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The ADAPT/Iconic NMT engines were implemented using attention-based mod-
els built with Nematus2 using various combinations of data (given there are slightly
different domains, all data is used, i.e. just in-domain data, and in-domain plus differ-
ent portions of the more general data chosen using data selection). We also tuned on
different development sets for titles and abstracts. The four best development engines
w for the evaluation. Both engines were trained using the same data, which included
a mix of very content-specific in-domain data, more general patent data (including
chemistry sub-domain) and technical glossaries.
Evaluation - Engines were evaluated separately on their performance on titles and
abstracts, with two different test sets comprising 1,123 segments each. Standard au-
tomatic evaluation was carried out, and BLEU scores are reported in Table 3. Human
evaluation was also carried out to compare the performance of the two engines. Two
reviewers assessed 100 randomly selected segments from the aforementioned test sets
in two ways: a blind ranking of the better translation (given a reference), and an error
analysis to identify themain translation error in a given segment. The error taxonomy
consisted of punctuation, part of speech, omission, addition, wrong terminology, lit-
eral translation, andword form. Segmentswere randomly selected from the test set, so
that 25% of the segments were short sentences (i.e. they contained <10 words), 25%
were long sentences (i.e. >40 words), and the remaining 50% were medium-length
sentences (i.e. between 11 and 39 words).
Automatic evaluation results show that NMT slightly outperformed SMT on titles,
whereas the SMT system outperformed NMT on abstracts. Regarding human evalu-
ation, in general the SMT system was ranked ’best’ 54% of the times, against 39% for
NMT. When looking into sentence length, the SMT system was ranked ’best’ 84% of
the times for short sentences, against only 8% for the NMT system; and ranked best
58% of the times for long sentences (>40 tokens), against 33% for NMT. The NMT
system was ranked ’best’ more times than the SMT system only for medium-length
sentences (>10<40 words), with 57% of preferences against 36% for SMT.
Results - Error types found in the NMT output were high for omission (37% of
System Titles Abstracts
(BLEU) (BLEU)
Iconic MT 31.99 28.32
Neural MT 37.52 13.39
Table 3. Automatic MT evaluation
results for chemical patent titles
and abstracts.
errors found in the segments against 8% for the
SMT system), whereas for SMT the errors con-
sisted of sentence structure (35% of the segments
against 10% for the NMT system).
For segments free of errors, 25% of segments
from the SMT system were found not to contain
any errors, against only 2% of segments from the
NMT system. These results indicate again that
the NMT system surpasses the SMT one regard-
ing automatic metrics (for the Titles), but human
evaluation still prefers the SMT system.
2 https://github.com/rsennrich/nematus
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3.3. NMT for the MOOC domain
The evaluation presented in this section was conducted as part of the EU-funded
TraMOOC (Translation for Massive Open Online Courses) project3, which is a Hori-
zon 2020 collaborative project aiming at providing reliable MT for MOOCs. A PB-
SMT and an NMT system were compared across four translation directions (i.e. from
English (EN) into German (DE), Greek (EL), Portuguese (PT), and Russian (RU) in a
series of extensive assessment tasks. The goal of this comparison was to decide which
system would provide better quality translations for the project domain.
MT Systems - The phrase-based SMT used was Moses, and the NMT systems
were attentional encoder-decoder networks, which were trained with Nematus. The
MT engines were trained on large amounts of training data from various sources:
WMT trainingdata4 andOPUS5, TED fromWIT36, QCRI EducationalDomainCorpus
(QED)7, a corpus of CourseraMOOCs, and the project’s own collection of educational
data. The amount of training data used is shown in Table 4.
As this evaluation was intended to identify the best-performingMT system for the
translation of MOOCs, test sets were extracted from real MOOC data (one thousand
English segments - for the ranking task, just one hundred segments were used). These
data included explanatory texts, subtitles from video lectures, or user-generated con-
tent (UGC) from student forums or the comment sections of e-learning resources.
Target Language DE EL PT RU
Out-of-domain 23.78 30.73 31.97 21.30
In-domain 0.27 0.14 0.58 2.31
Table 4. Training data size for training MT engines for
EN!* translation direction (number of sentence pairs, in
millions).
The UGC data was of-
ten poorly formulated and
contained frequent gram-
matical errors. The other
texts presented more stan-
dard grammar and syn-
tax, but contained special-
ized terminology and non-
contextual variables and
formulae.
Evaluation - For the evaluation, automatic metrics were used (BLEU, METEOR
and HTER (Snover et al., 2006)), and human evaluation was also performed. The
human evaluation was performed by professional translators (three for EL, PT and
RU, and two for DE) and consisted of: i) post-editing (PE) of the MT output to achieve
publishable quality in the final revised text, ii) rating of fluency and adequacy (i.e.
3 http://tramooc.eu/
4 http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/
5 http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/
6 http://www.clg.ox.ac.uk/tedcorpus
7 http://alt.qcri.org/resources/qedcorpus/
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the extent to which a target segment reflects the meaning of the source segment) on
a 4-point Likert scale for each segment, and iii) performing error annotation using a
simple taxonomy (which included: inflectional morphology, word order, omission,
addition, and mistranlsation).
Results - The automatic evaluation (see Table 3) showed that NMT outperformed
SMT in terms of BLEU and METEOR scores for German, Greek and Russian (statisti-
cally significant in a one-way ANOVA pairwise comparison (p<.05)).
Lang. System BLEU METEOR HTER Fluency Adequacy
DE SMT 41.5 33.6 49.0 2.60 2.85
NMT 61.2 † 42.7 † 32.2 2.95 2.79
EL SMT 47.0 35.8 45.1 2.86 3.44
NMT 56.6 † 40.1 † 38.0 3.08 3.46
PT SMT 57.0 41.6 33.4 3.15 3.73
NMT 59.9 43.4 31.6 3.22 3.79
RU SMT 41.9 33.7 44.6 2.70 2.98
NMT 57.3 † 40.65 † 33.9 3.08 3.12
Table 5. Automatic Evaluation Results (statistically
signiﬁcant results marked with †), Fluency and Adequacy
For Portuguese, onlymod-
erate improvements can be
observed. The HTER scores
show that more PE was
required when using the
output from the SMT sys-
tem for all target languages
(not statistically significant).
These results indicate that
when human intervention
was considered (post-editing),
the gain with NMT was less consistent.
Human Evaluation - Regarding the human assessment of fluency, although no sta-
tistically significant differences were found, NMTwas rated as more fluent than SMT
for all language pairs (Table 5). Results for adequacy were less consistent, with higher
mean scores for German SMT. These results show that as NMT gains in fluency, how-
ever, when assessing how much of the meaning expressed in the source appears in
the translation, SMT is slightly better than or equal to NMT.
Regarding the error annotation task, the total number of issues identified in the out-
put was greater for SMT than NMT for all language pairs.
Lang. System Technical Temporal WPS
Effort Effort
DE SMT 5.8 74.8 0.21
NMT 3.9 72.8 0.22
EL SMT 13.9 77.7 0.22
NMT 12.5 70.4 0.24
PT SMT 3.8 57.7 0.29
NMT 3.6 55.19 0.30
RU SMT 7.5 104.6 0.14
NMT 7.2 105.6 0.14
Table 6. Technical (keystrokes/segment) and
Temporal Post-Editing Eﬀort (secs/segment)
and words per second (WPS)
Moreover, the number of segments
without errors was greater for NMT
across all language pairs. NMT out-
put was also found to contain fewer
word order errors and fewer inflectional
morphology errors in all the target lan-
guages. However, SMT output con-
tained fewer errors of omission, addi-
tion, or mistranslation for EN-EL than
the NMT output; it also showed fewer
omissions than the NMT system for EN-
PT, while EN-RU SMT showed fewer
mistranslations than the NMT system.
Interestingly, for German, inflectional
morphology errors make up 49% of all
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the errors found in NMT output, a higher proportion than for SMT (where inflec-
tional morphology accounts for 43% of the errors). With respect to the post-editing
tasks, results show that fewer NMT segments were considered by participants to re-
quire editing (but with statistical significance only for German (p<.05, where M=.06,
SE=.04)). Average throughput or temporal effort (Table 6) was only marginally im-
proved for German, Greek and Portuguese post-editing with NMT, while temporal
effort for English-Russian was lower for SMT at the segment level. These results are
also replicated in words per second (WPS).
Technical post-editing effortwas reduced forNMT in all language pairs usingmea-
sures of actual keystrokes (Table 6) or the minimum number of edits required to go
from pre- to post-edited text (HTER in Table 5). Feedback from the participants in-
dicated that they found NMT errors more difficult to identify, whereas word order
errors and disfluencies requiring revision were detected faster in SMT output.
Finally, regarding the ranking task, the participants in the evaluation preferred
NMT output across all language pairs, with a particularly marked preference for
English-German. There was a 53% preference for NMT for short segments (20 to-
kens or fewer), and a 61% preference for NMT for long segments (over 20 tokens). In
conclusion, for the language pairs under consideration (EN-DE, EN-EL, EN-PT and
EN-RU) and for the specific MOOC domain, fluency was improved and word order
errors decreasedwhen usingNMT. Fewer segments required post-editingwhen using
NMT, especially due to the lower number of morphological errors. There was, how-
ever, no clear improvement with regard to omission and mistranslation errors when
comparing SMT and NMT. There was also no great decrease in post-editing effort,
suggesting that NMT for production may not as yet offer more than an incremental
improvement in temporal post-editing effort.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
NMT has generated great hype, especially as the translation industry is eager for
improvedMT quality in order to minimise costs (Moorkens, 2017). Although promis-
ing results are being reportedwhen comparingNMTwith otherMT paradigms using
automatic metrics, when human evaluation is added to the comparison, the results
are not yet so clear-cut. We have attempted to exemplify this statement with three
use-cases comparing NMT against SMT systems where the evaluation was also per-
formed by humans.
The results presented in Section 3.1 for translations of product listings show that
NMT models are indeed very promising, especially considering that the state-of-the-
art PBMST system has been deployed for quite some time, whereas the NMT mod-
els – especially the multimodal NMT system – have been developed over a shorter
period of time. However, the PBSMT system still produces better translation when
assessed both via automatic and human evaluation metrics. The same outcome can
be observed in Section 3.2, with NMTmodels fast approaching SMT automatic scores
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within a few months of deployment for the patent domain. It is important to notice
that for both use cases 3.1 and 3.2, the training data is the same training data that is
used in their everyday work, which makes it real-world results.
Finally, the extensive human evaluation described in Section 3.3 for the MOOC
domain shows that NMT performs well in terms of automatic metrics (apart from
Portuguese, where the improvement is only marginal), but is inconsistent for ade-
quacy and post-editing effort. Even though the neural model demonstrates gains in
fluency, it also shows a greater number of errors of omission, addition and mistrans-
lation. The decision to move to the NMT model as the MT system of choice for the
TraMOOC project reaffirms that neural models are very promising even though little
time is put into their development when compared to long-standing PBSMT systems.
While automatic evaluation results published for NMT are undeniably exciting,
so far it would appear that NMT has not fully reached the quality of SMT, based on
human evaluation. We believe that the hype created in the MT field with the rise of
the neural models must be treated cautiously. Overselling a technology that is still in
need of more research may cause negativity about MT, as already seen before with
SMT systems (especially with the release of the freely-available Moses toolkit in 2006,
whichmade it easier for everyone to train their ownMT system), when it was claimed
that MT was producing ‘near human quality’ translations and that MT would ‘steal
translators’ jobs’, making translators ‘merely post-editors of MT’. The hype that came
with this euphoric presentation of SMT systems created a wave of discontent and
suspicion among translators, that resulted in an ‘us versus them’ type of confrontation.
NMT no doubt represents a step forward for the MT field. However, there are
also limitations for the neural models that cannot be overlooked and still need to be
addressed. In our view, at this stage, researchers and industry need to be cautious
not to promise too much, and allow for more research to address the limitations of
NMT and more extensive human evaluations to be performed, addressing as many
text types, domains and language pairs as possible.
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